
PronounPronounPronounPronoun



Pronoun

สรรพนาม (PRONOUN)

คือ คําที่ใชแทนคํานาม
1st :   I, We

2nd :   You2nd :   You

3rd :   He, She, They, It

Pronoun



Pronoun

You and me You and me 
VS

You and IYou and I

Pronoun

You and me You and me 
VS

You and IYou and I



Pronoun

Subject Object
Possessive

(adj.)

I me myI me my

You you your

We us ourWe us our

They them their

He him his

She her herShe her her

It it its

Pronoun

Possessive
(adj.)

Possessive
(pronoun)

reflexive

mine myselfmine myself

your yours yourself/yourselves

ours ourselvesours ourselves

their theirs themselves

his himself

hers herselfhers herself

its itself



Pronoun

The professor asks you and me to meet him now. The professor asks you and me to meet him now. 
VS

You and I can read those Spanish books.You and I can read those Spanish books.

Pronoun

The professor asks you and me to meet him now. The professor asks you and me to meet him now. 
VS

You and I can read those Spanish books.You and I can read those Spanish books.



ExerciseExerciseExerciseExercise



Pronoun

1. We all told the boss that we wanted to have _______ 

Exercise

1. We all told the boss that we wanted to have _______ 
salaries paid in advance but he just ignored _______.
1) ours / it
2) his / we2) his / we
3) their / our
4) we / his4) we / his
5) our / us

Pronoun

We all told the boss that we wanted to have _______ We all told the boss that we wanted to have _______ 
salaries paid in advance but he just ignored _______.



Pronoun

2. When the man asked me how I had got _______ address, 

Exercise

2. When the man asked me how I had got _______ address, 
I told him that I was given it by a relative of _______.
1) my / me
2) his / his2) his / his
3) mine / his
4) his / him4) his / him
5) him / him

Pronoun

When the man asked me how I had got _______ address, When the man asked me how I had got _______ address, 
I told him that I was given it by a relative of _______.



Pronoun

3. I hope you will enjoy _______ at the re

Exercise

3. I hope you will enjoy _______ at the re
weekend because I won't be able to be there _______.
1) you / myself
2) yourself / mine2) yourself / mine
3) yours / oneself
4) yourself / myself4) yourself / myself
5) you / me

Pronoun

I hope you will enjoy _______ at the re-union party this I hope you will enjoy _______ at the re-union party this 
weekend because I won't be able to be there _______.



Pronoun

4. We decided to do all the cooking _______ instead of hiring 

Exercise

4. We decided to do all the cooking _______ instead of hiring 
a catering company for the party.
1) of our own
2) oneself2) oneself
3) by ourselves
4) ours4) ours
5) each other

Pronoun

We decided to do all the cooking _______ instead of hiring We decided to do all the cooking _______ instead of hiring 
a catering company for the party.



Pronoun

5. Thousands of children nowadays prefer doing _______ 

Exercise

5. Thousands of children nowadays prefer doing _______ 
homework with a background of pop
_______ in a quiet room.

1) theirs / them1) theirs / them
3) them / it’s
5) their / it5) their / it

Pronoun

Thousands of children nowadays prefer doing _______ Thousands of children nowadays prefer doing _______ 
homework with a background of pop-music to doing 
_______ in a quiet room.

2) his / its2) his / its
4) they / them



Pronoun

6. You and _______ brother need to take time to prepare 

Exercise

6. You and _______ brother need to take time to prepare 
_______ for the long journey which will start next month.
1) his / yourself
2) yours / ourselves2) yours / ourselves
3) their / you
4) your / yourselves4) your / yourselves
5) her / by themselves

Pronoun

brother need to take time to prepare brother need to take time to prepare 
for the long journey which will start next month.



Pronoun

7. The kids watched each gesture of _______ as if their 

Exercise

7. The kids watched each gesture of _______ as if their 
mother were a stranger.

1) them
2) hers2) hers
3) him
4) her4) her
5) himself

Pronoun

The kids watched each gesture of _______ as if their The kids watched each gesture of _______ as if their 
mother were a stranger.



Pronoun

8. Trademarks enable a company to distinguish 

Exercise

8. Trademarks enable a company to distinguish 
products from _______ of another company.
1) their / it
2) it / that2) it / that
3) our / this
4) its / those4) its / those
5) my / these

Pronoun

. Trademarks enable a company to distinguish _______. Trademarks enable a company to distinguish _______
of another company.






